It is shown that the high energy limits in quantum field theory can be determined starting from Bogoliubov's and Symanzik's dispersion relations if the Boson propagator and pionnucleon forward scattering amplitude have no zero on their complex energy planes. A possibility excluding zeros is discussed using Nambu' s method in perturbation theory. § 1. Introduction and summary
§ 1. Introduction and summary
The recent development of quantum field theory based on the causality principle· has brought a success in achieving the formalism independent of detailed structure of interactions, the canonical formalism and perturbational treatments. The dispersion relations derived from the postulate that the theory is local made us possible to compare the theory and the experiment, and gave a clue to check the justification of the present quantum field theory based on the point model. For example, for pion-nucleon forward scattering, comparison of theory and experiment has been tried to use the dispersion relations derived by Goldberger et al.
l
) and several discussions have been made on this problem.
)
However, the concrete forms of dispersion relations should depend on the assumption how field quantities behave at high energies. Dispersion relations derived by Goldberger et al. have been constructed upon a presupposition that Jco O"tot (OJ) /a}· dw < 00, where O"tot (w) is the pion-nucleon total cross section. Thus, in order to compare theory with experiment definitely, using dispersion relations, it is necessary to establish the behavior of field quantities at high energy. The dispersion relations found by Bogoliubov et aP) and Symanzik 4 ) start from looser assumptions on the behavior of field quantities at high energy than those so far. Therefore, we must start our arguments from the dispersion relations given by Bogoliubov et al. and Symanzik. On the other hand, the inconsistency problem of the present quantum field theory discussed by Lee, Landau and others,5) is intimately connected with the assumption on the high energy limit of the field quantities, and as this limit has not so far been established, we cannot rely upon their conclusions.
Namely, we can say that the problem of high energy limit in quantum field theory plays a central role both in the realistic problem of comparing theory with experiment and in the academic problem of consistency of theory. For the present, the discussion to determine the high energy limit m. quantum field theory has been carried on by Kallen 7 ) (using the Born approximation for Boson propagator), Symanzik 8 ) (" tangent approximation" for pion-nucleon total cross section), and Arnowitt and Feldman 9 ) (only for lower limit of the pion-nucleon total cross section), though they seem to remain only tentative ones. Under these circumstances, we wish to propose a method to determine the high energy limit ' starting the argument from the dispersion relations of Bogoliubov et al. and Symanzik. The method is based upon an assumption of uniqueness of the "solutions'" of the dispersion relations. The problem of manifold of solutions of the Low-type equation was pointed out firstly by Castellijo et aPO) and thereafter many authorsll), and this remains as a very mathematical, academic one. Nevertheless, it is still unsolved whether or not propagation functions and forward scattering amplitudes have their zeros on the complex energy plane, and in the present author's opinion it will perhaps be difficult to exclude zeros so far as we do not introduce dynamics into the theory in some way. For the present, it does not become clear what physical requirements are equivalent to the possibility of excluding zeros, but if one resorts to the perturbation expansion it will be possible.
It will be shown in § 4 that there is no zero in propagation function at any order of perturbation expansions applying Nambu's recent investigation 12 ) using parameteric representation of Feynman diagrams. For pion-nucleon scattering we could not draw any conclusion. Anyhow, the limitation on the high energy behavior will be obtained for the Boson propagator in § 2, for pion-nucleon total cross section in § 3 provided that these quantities have no zero on the complex energy planes.
Particularly it may be worthwhile to notice that we obtained the same conclusion with Symanzik 
Substituting Eq. (1) into (3), and changing the notations; Eq. (3) will then become as follows : 
Now, since p(n)(t) does not increase faster than t n -2 as t~c:o, kcn)(t) given in Eqs. (3), (4) cannot decrease faster than r(n-2). Namely, ken) (t) will decrease like r(n-2) when pen) (t) increases as t n -2 as t~C:O, that is, the stronger pen) (t) increases as t~C:O, the stronger ken) (t) decreases. Therefore, the following integral is convergent if n~ 3 :
In other words, for n::?:3 the following equation holds, (6) Integral path C in the right-hand side of the above equation is shown in Fig.  1 . Thus, the only contribution of the integral is from the poles in the internal regIon of this contour. Hence, if J~(t) has no zero in the complex t-plane, we have for r ken) ( 
However, smce ken) (t) is positively definite,
Eq. (7) shows that the cases n~3 should be excluded from our theory, that is, pen) (t) should not increase as t or more strongly at t~ co. In other words, in the expression of the Boson propagator given by Bogoliubov et al., it is sufficient to take n = 3. 
where R(n) ( 4M o} ; p2) is an unknown real function which increases more slowly than (tJ2n as 1 w 1-> co , (tJ is the pion energy in the laboratory system, M, 11. are nucleon and pion mass respectively, W\I (> p) real parameter, and O"tot (w) = -~.
M-1 (tJ2 -p2) -1/2 1m T", is the total cross section. Now, writing all the real terms except for the integral term in the right-hand side of Eq. (8) as p(n)(tJ) , Eq. (8) becomes (9) Here, it has been assumed T;::) could not increase faster than w 2n as 1 w 1-> co.
Following L S Z, constructing the analogous function k (n) ((V) as follows, we obtain from Eq. (9) This function is positively definite because Im T;::)~O for forward scattering. Now, the next integral will be convergent if n~I :
Therefore, taking the integral path C in the complex z-plane as shown in Fig. 2 , and taking into account that ken) ((V) is an odd function of real (/), the following equation is valid,
Hence, the integral of the righ-hand side of Eq. (11) will vanish provided that T;n) has no zero in the complex z-plane. But the integrand in the left-hand side is a positively definite function; thus, it should be concluded that the Therefore, the total cross section (}tot ((/) obviously has the following feature:
f.l.
This is identical with the conclusion that was obtained by Symanzik 8 ) using the " tangent approximation". § 4. Exclusion of zeros from Boson propagator in perturbation theory Writing ~*(k) for the proper self-energy part of Boson, J;(k) is defined by the following well-known integral equation (13) F rom this we rewrite
Thus, the existence of zeros in Ll.~ (k ) corresponds to the existence of the singularities in the proper self~energy part ~*(k). However, L1p~*L1p in the right-hand side of Eq. (14) is just the radiative correction of L1 p , therefore we can apply Nambu's Theorems 
By the stability conditions on vacuum and one-particle state and by the pseudoscalar character of pion, Eq. (18) actually becomes to
Hence in the complex k 2 -plane with a cut from (3m)2 to + co, L1;-l(k) is analytic in any order of perturbation expansion, namely, L1;(k) has no zero on this plane. The same argument as above cannot be applied to scattering amplitude, because it does not satisfy a closed integral equation as Eq. (13) . Therefore, we cannot at present get any reason for excluding zeros from the complex energy plane for the pion-nucleon forward scattering amplitude.
